
Year5 : Gymnastics : Counter Balance & Counter Tension : Counter Balance & Counter Tension : SSL1
Introduction to counter balance

Learning Objectives & Intentions Key Questions Context & Structure Success Criteria

What do pupils remember from year 3 and 4? 

The focus of the learning is to apply "excellent gymnastics" to
everything pupils do, and explore the new concept of counter
balance.

What different ways can we move our bodies and travel round
the room at an excellent level? 

What is counter balance? (A pushing balance). 

Can we select a partner to work with who is going to help our
learning?

When creating a counter balance how can we make them more
interesting? (Levels and connection points). 

What is "canon"? 
Canon is where pupils perform the same movement one after the
other.  

What is "unison"? 
Unison is where pupils perform the same movement at exactly
the same time as each other.  

How could we start to move out of our balance? 

What different ways can we move out of our balances? 

How can we ensure that we have applied flow to the movements
out of the balances? 

Can we make improvements to our partner pairs work identifying
strengths and weaknesses.

Show What You Know (Warm Up) 
Pupils move around the hall, showing different ways they can
move their bodies.  

Gymnastics 1 Body preparation 
Additional warm up suggestions. 

Introducing Counter Balance  
Pupils create counter balances in pairs on the floor / using a mat.
They need to be linked to their partner. You will need to give a
demonstration and ask pupils to consider making their balances
more interesting than the one you show. (Best example to show
is making a bridge connected hands to hands, pushing against
each other), Show HA examples and make sure pupils can
identify the excellent aspects.

Gymnastics 12 Double up 
For further support and ideas for creating counter balances in
pairs where applicable. 

Making counter balances interesting  
Look at applying more than one level to the balance. One partner
higher and one partner lower (see apparatus appendix for
examples.) Look at the way you connect with your partner, use
different body parts. 

Moving out of counter balances  
Pupils hold their balances for 4 seconds once they have created
an excellent, interesting counter balance. Pupils then explore
ways they can move out of that balance. Key words are flow,
canon and unison. Pupils should be challenged to execute
movements that challenge them, irrespective of their partners'
ability. 

Peer assessment 
Work with a partner to observe each others work and feedback
on the 3 key aspects of the balances. Are they excellent? Are
they interesting? Are they doing a counter balance? How can we
correct and improve them if not?

(P) Can pupils make their movements excellent?  

(P) Can pupils move with a silent body demonstrating control?

(P) Can pupils apply extension?

(P) Can pupils make balances excellent?  

(P) Is there evidence of interesting gymnastics? (By this we
mean different levels and connection points.)   

(P&S) Can pupils create a pair counter balance?  
Cooperation  

(C) Do pupils understand what counter balance is? 

(C) Do pupils understand why certain movements and balances
are excellent?  

(S) Can pupils identify strengths and weaknesses in their own
and others performances? 
Encouragement 

(W) Do pupils explore a variety of ways to make counter
balances? 
Self Motivation 

(P) Is flow applied to pupils movements out of the balances?  

(P) Is there evidence of fluidity in pupils performances?  

(P&C) Can pupils consider using canon or unison?  
Decision Making 

(C&S) Can pupils accurately identify strengths and weaknesses
in their own and others' performances and suggest ways to
improve them?  
Evaluation / Encouragement  

(W) Is there an improvement in the balances pupils create after
receiving feedback? 
Integrity  

Pupil Observations and Assessment

KS1 Lower KS2 Upper KS2 Beyond KS2
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